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What is AiDIN Copilot?



AiDIN Copilot is an AI-powered analytics assistant that accelerates workflow creation, by
providing instant answers and recommendations, and seamlessly integrates tools within
Alteryx Designer Desktop, revolutionizing how you interact with your data. 



By harnessing the capabilities of generative AI, AiDIN Copilot simplifies the entire model
development, customization, and deployment process within a secure and reliable 
enterprise-grade environment. It combines user-friendly simplicity with robust 
governance, effortlessly and efficiently, empowering users to develop and deploy AI 
solutions.

With AiDIN Copilot, you will get the answers you seek and the right tools on the canvas 
faster than ever before, all without leaving Designer. 


What is AiDIN?



Alteryx AiDIN, the AI engine that combines the strength of machine learning and 
generative AI across the Alteryx AI Platform for Enterprise Analytics.



AiDIN uses generative AI technology, including natural language interfaces and 
summarization, to accelerate the delivery of trusted enterprise analytics. By enhancing 
operational efficiency and governance, AiDIN enables analytics professionals to achieve
faster time-to-value. 

DATASHEET



Benefits of using AiDIN Copilot:



Discovering valuable insights in a dataset can be 
difficult for individuals without in-depth data analysis 
skills. AiDIN Copilot assists users in uncovering 
relevant insights through recommendations tailored 
to the user’s data, enhancing the efficiency and 
efficacy of the analytical process.  



 


AiDIN Copilot automates the set-up tasks 
associated with building workflows, eliminating 
the need for extensive manual configuration.

Get Analytics at the Speed of AI. 


Automate Workflow Configuration.

Build Workflows faster.


Creating analytical workflows can take a lot of time, 
especially when working with extensive datasets or 
intricate analysis tasks. AiDIN Copilot speeds up this 
procedure by streamlining workflow generation and 
enabling users to concentrate on analysis and 
interpretation instead of the technical aspects of 
constructing the workflow.

AiDIN Copilot Features 

More Than Just a Chat 


Using conversational language, 
simply type a question about an 
analytical task (“How do I combine 
my data sets?”) and AiDIN Copilot 
not only answers — it places the 
suggested tools directly onto your 
Designer canvas. 


 


Accelerated 
Workflow Creation: 


Use AiDIN Copilot to speed 
up the creation of workflows, 
reducing time spent on 
manual configurations.

Answers Tailored 
to Your Data: 


The workflow suggestions 
AiDIN Copilot provides are 
specific to your data, 
providing a personalized, 
AI-assisted experience.
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AiDIN Copilot

How many people in Denver have 
a salary higher than 80K and were 
hired in less than 20 days?

Alteryx  AIDIN  COPILOT  DATASHEET



About Alteryx
Alteryx powers actionable insights with the AI Platform for 
Enterprise Analytics. With Alteryx, organizations can drive 
smarter, faster decisions with a secure platform deployable
in on-prem, hybrid, and cloud environments. More than 
8,000 customers globally rely on Alteryx to automate 
analytics to improve revenue performance, manage costs, 
and mitigate risks across their organizations.



To learn more, visit www.alteryx.com

What data or metadata is sent to Google?

The data transmitted to Google includes workflow 
metadata, which encompasses the spatial 
arrangement of tools on the canvas, along with 
workflow XML and metadata, such as column headers. 
This information aids in the efficient processing and 
analysis of workflows.  



 

Join the AiDIN Copilot Preview to get exclusive access. 

NOTE: AiDIN Copilot operates on an opt-in basis and 
will not automatically appear in Alteryx Designer; 
customers must actively download and install it.

https://www.alteryx.com/aidin/aidin-copilot/exclusive-
access-to-alteryx-aidin-copilot


Accessing and Installing 
AiDIN Copilot

Alteryx AIDIN COPILOT DATASHEET
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Data Security



Data security is an essential part of AiDIN 
Copilot. AiDIN Copilot uses Google Gemini to
generate responses. A Google Gemini license is 
not required to use AiDIN Copilot.



AiDIN Copilot ensures data security with 
the following measures:



Data is never sent to Google Gemini directly. 
Instead, Copilot generates prompts using the 
customer user’s workflow metadata and the 
chat message they sent to Copilot. These 
prompts are then submitted to Google Gemini 
hosted on Google Vertex AI to retrieve responses. 
All Copilot and Google Gemini communication is 
secured using Transport Layer Security (TLS). 



AiDIN Copilot stores message and workflow data 
in the Alteryx application database as part of the 
Alteryx infrastructure, which uses storage 
encryption for data at rest. Prompts are not 
stored by Google for longer than necessary to 
generate output and isn't used to train Google's 
Foundation Models. 

Data in Transit:


Data at Rest:


https://www.alteryx.com
https://www.alteryx.com/aidin/aidin-copilot/exclusive-access-to-alteryx-aidin-copilot
https://www.alteryx.com/aidin/aidin-copilot/exclusive-access-to-alteryx-aidin-copilot
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